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Summary
Probabilistic Software Modeling (PSM) [1] is a data-driven software modeling paradigm for
analytical and generative methods in software engineering. PSM builds a Probabilistic Model (PM)
from the system-under-inspection by analyzing its structure (i.e., types, properties, and
executables), and behavior (i.e., runtime events), via static and dynamic code analysis.
A system's PM can be used, for example, to visualize the runtime behavior of code elements,
generate tests, simulate the execution of subsystems, or to detect runtime anomalies.

Applications
PSM builds statistical models of code elements from which new observations, based on the
monitored runtime, can be sampled. This allows for predictive and generative application
enabling in-depth program comprehension.
Predictive
• Anomaly detection [2]
• Comprehension & Visualization
• Integrity and compatibility evaluation

Example
P(height, weight) < 0.10
P(weight | 160 < height < 161)
P(weightversion1) ~ P(weightversion2)

The network of probabilistic models is ﬁtted with the information collected from the runtime
monitoring of the program providing its behavior.

context: Context

advisor: NutritionAdvisor

person: Person

bmiService: BmiService

advice(person)
height
168.59

Generative
• Test-case generation [3]
• Simulation

weight

0.1 < P(bmi | height, weight)
new Person(height, weight) ~ P(weight, height)

69.54
bmi(height=169.59, weight=69.54)
24.466
"You are healty, try a ..."

Method
Software is inherently structured into concepts, states, and procedures. PSM analyzes this
structure and uses it as a blueprint for the probabilistic model. In this case, the structural
information comprises the classes NutritionAdvisor, Person, and BmiService along with their
properties and executables.

Model

Person

bmiService: BmiService

Fitted Distribution

Model

height: ﬂoat
weight: ﬂoat

advice(p: Person): String

True Distribution
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Model

Context

BmiService

run()

bmi(height: ﬂoat, weight: ﬂoat): ﬂoat

P(Person.weight)

NutritionAdvisor

Finally, the models may generate new observations based on the Fitted Distribution fuelling
additional inference and analysis tasks. For example, visualization enables program behavior
comprehension on a new level.
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The program structure is transformed into a network of probabilistic models with similar
interdependencies. Properties are variables. Executables are variables that are conditioned on
their parameters, property reads and method invocations. Classes are the joint combination of
their property variables.
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